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Abstract 

We prove some consistency results about b(A) and b(A), which are natural generalisations of 

the cardinal invariants of the continuum b and b. We also define invariants b,l(A) and b,,(k), 
and prove that almost always b(1) = 6,1(A) and b(i) = b,,(A). 

1. Introduction 

The cardinal invariants of the continuum have been extensively studied. They are 

cardinals, typically between 01 and 2”, whose values give structural information about 

Wm. The survey paper [2] contains a wealth of information about these cardinals. 

In this paper we study some natural generalisations to higher cardinals. Specifically, 

for il regular, we define cardinals b(A) and b(A) which generalise the well-known 

invariants of the continuum b and b . 
For a fixed value of il, we will prove that there are some simple constraints on 

the triple of cardinals (b(A), b(il),Za). We will also prove that any triple of cardinals 

obeying these constraints can be realised. 

We will then prove that there is essentially no correlation between the values of the 

triple (b(A), b(l),2”) for different values of ;1, except the obvious one that 1 H 2” is 

non-decreasing. This generalises Easton’s celebrated theorem (see 131) on the possible 

behaviours of I H 2”; since his model was built using Cohen forcing, one can show 

that in that model b(A) = At and b(A) = 2’ for every 1. 
b(A) and b(d) are defined using the co-bounded filter on 1, and for ;1> o we 

can replace the co-bounded filter by the club filter to get invariants b&.12) and &r(k). 
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We finish the paper by proving that these invariants are essentially the same as those 

defined using the co-bounded filter. 

Some investigations have been made into generalising the other cardinal invariants 

of the continuum, for example in [7] Zapletal considers e(A) which is a generalised 

version of the splitting number B. His work has a different flavour to ours, since getting 

s(A) > i+ needs large cardinals. 

2. Definitions and elementary facts 

It will be convenient to define the notions of “bounding number” and “dominating 

number” in quite a general setting. To avoid some trivialities, all partial orderings P 

mentioned in this paper (with the exception of the notions of forcing) will be assumed 

to have the property that Vp E P 3q E P p <P q. 

Definition 1. Let P be a partial ordering. Then 

l UsPisunboundedifandonlyifVpEP3qEUq$pp. 

l D 2 P is dominating if and only if ‘dp E P 3q E D p Ip q. 
l b (P) is the least cardinality of an unbounded subset of P. 

l b (P) is the least cardinality of a dominating subset of P. 

The next lemma collects a few elementary facts about the cardinals b(P) and b (P’). 

Lemma 1. Let P be a partial ordering, and suppose that j? = b(P) and 6 = b(P) 
are injnite. Then 

Proof. To show that /I is regular, suppose for a contradiction that cf(j?) < B. Let B 

be an unbounded family of cardinality /I, and write B = U, < CfCBj B, with lBoll < /?. 
For each 0: find pot such that Vp E B,p 5 pa, then find q such that Va<cf@)pGI 5 q. 
Then Vp E Bp 5 q, contradicting the assumption that B was unbounded. 

Similarly, suppose that cf(6) < 8. Let D be dominating with cardinality 6 and write 

D = Ua<cf(B) D, where ID,1 < 6. For each a find pa such that ‘dp E DapU $ p, and 

then find q such that Vu < cf(d)p, < q. Then Vp E D q $ p, contradicting the as- 

sumption that D was dominating. •i 

The next result shows that we cannot hope to say much more. 

Lemma 2. Let /I? and 6 be infinite cardinals with j? = cf(jI) and 6<p = 6. Dejine a 
partial ordering P = P(/?,S) in the following way; the underlying set is /3 x [d]<fi, 
and (p,x) 5 (a, y) if and only ifp 5 (T and xG y. 

Then b (P) = /I and b (P) = 6. 
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Proof. Let B C P be unbounded. If jB( < p then we can define 

P = suP-blw~,y)EB} < 8, 

x = U{yI3a(a,y)~B}E[G]<B. 

But then (p,x) is a bound for B, so IBI > fi and hence b (P) 2 p. On the other hand 

the set ((cr,@)I~ < 8) is clearly unbounded, so that b (P) = j?. 

Let D C P be dominating. If IDI < 6 then U { y 1 30 (a, y) E D } # 6, and this is 

impossible, so that b (P) > S. On the other hand GCH holds and cf(6) 2 fi, so that 

(PI = p x 6 <B = 6. Hence b (P) = 6. 0 

Definition 2. Let P, Q be posets and f : P + Q a function. f embeds P cofinaZ1~ 

into Q if and only if 

l VP, P’ E p P 5P P’ u f(P) SQ f(P’). 
l Vq E Q 3p E P q <Q f(p). That is, rge(f) is dominating. 

Lemma 3. uf: P + Q embeds P coj-inally into Q then 

b(P)=b(Q) and, b (P) = b (Q). 

Proof. Easy. Cl 

Lemma 4. Let P be any partial ordering. Then there is P* C P such that P’ is a 
dominating subset of P and P* is well-founded. 

Proof. We enumerate P* recursively. Suppose that we have already enumerated ele- 

ments (b, : c1 < p) into P’. If { b, 1 o! < p } is dominating then we stop, otherwise 

we choose bp so that bb $ b, for all c1 < p. 

Clearly the construction stops and enumerates a dominating subset P* of P. To see 

that P* is well-founded observe that bB < b, + /? < a. q 

Notice that the identity embeds P* cofinally in P, so b (P*) = b (P) and b (lP*) = 

h P). 
We also need some information about the preservation of b (P) and b (P) by forcing. 

Lemma 5. Let FD be a partial ordering with b (P) = p, b (P) = 6. 

l Let V[G] be a generic extension of V such that every set of ordinals of size less 
than /I in V[G] is covered by a set of size less than /I in V. Then V[G] b b (P) = j?. 

l Let V[G] be a generic extension of V such that every set of ordinals of size less 

than 6 in V[G] is covered by a set of size less than 6 in V. Then V [G] b b (p) = 6. 

Proof. We do the first part, the second is very similar. The hypothesis implies that 

fl is a cardinal in V[G], and since ‘B is unbounded” is upwards absolute from V to 

V[G] it is clear that V[G] + b (P) 5 p. Suppose for a contradiction that we have C 
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in V[G] unbounded with V[G] + ICI < p. By our hypothesis there is D E V such 

that Cc D and V b IDI < fi, but now D is unbounded, contradicting the definition 

of p. 0 

With these preliminaries out of the way, we can define the cardinals which will 

concern us in this paper. 

Definition 3. Let 1 be a regular cardinal. 

1. Iff,g~“Athenf<*giff3a<~V~>af(/?)<g(~). 

2. b (A) =&f b ((“I, <*)). 

3. b (A) =&f b ((“A, < *)). 

These are defined by analogy with some “cardinal invariants of the continuum” (for a 

reference on cardinal invariants see [2]) known as b and b . In our notation b = b (w) 

and b = b (0). 

Lemma 6. Zf 1 is regular then 
l A.+ < b(A). 

l b (A) = cf(b (A)). 

l b(A) 5 cf(b (A)). 

0 b (A) I 2A. 

0 cf(2q > A. 

Proof. The first claim follows from the following trivial fact. 

Fact 1. Let { fa I a < 1 } C ‘2. Then there is a function f E “1 such that Va < 1 

fa <+ f. 

Proof. Define f(P) = sup{ f#?)+ 1 1 y < p}. Then f(B) > f&Y?) for y < /? < A. 
0 

The next three claims follow easily from our general results on b (P) and b (P), 

and the last is just K&rig’s well-known theorem on cardinal exponentiation. 0 

We will prove that these are essentially the only restrictions provable in ZFC. One 

could view this as a refinement of Easton’s classical result (see [3]) on I +-+ 2’. 

3. Hechier forcing 

In this section we show how to force that certain posets can be cofinally embedded 

in (A”, <*). This is a straightforward generalisation of Hechler’s work in [4], where 

he treats the case il = o. 

We start with a brief review of our forcing notation. p 5 q means that p is stronger 

than q, a K-closed forcing notion is one in which every decreasing chain of length less 
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than K has a lower bound, and a u-dense forcing notion is one in which every sequence 

of dense open sets of length less than K has non-empty intersection. 

If x is an ordered pair then x0 will denote the first component of x and xi the second 

component. 

Definition 4. Let A be regular. D(A) is the notion of forcing whose conditions are 

pairs (s,F) with s E <‘A and F E *I, ordered as follows; (s, F) 5 (t,F’) if and only 

if 

1. dam(t) < dam(s) and t = s r dam(t). 

2. s(a) 2 F’(a) for dam(t) < a < dam(s). 

3. F(a) > F’(a) for all a. 

We will think of a generic filter G as adding a function fG : R --f 1 given by 

f G = IJ { s 1 3F (s, F) E G }. It is easy to see that 

G = { (t,F) 1 t = fc / dom(t),dom(t) i a 3 F(a) I fG(a) }, 

so that V[fG] = V[G] and we can talk about functions from A to II being D(A)- 

generic. 

Lemma 7. Let A<* = A, and set P = D(A). Then 

1. P is ;l-closed. 

2. P is A+-C.C. 

3. Zfg:;L+RisP-genericover V thenVf E*AnVf <*g. 

Proof. 1. Let y < il and suppose that ((tu, FM) : a < y) is a descending y-sequence of 

conditions from P. Defining t = (J { t, 1 a < y } and F : p H sup { Fol(fi) 1 a < y }, 

it is easy to see that (t,F) is a lower bound for the sequence. 

2. Observe that if (s, F) and (s, F’) are two conditions with the same first component 

then they are compatible, because if H : /3 I+ F(p) U F’(B) the condition (s, H) is a 

common lower bound. There are only A<” = 1 possible first components, so that P 

clearly has the A+-C.C. 

3. Let f E “A fl V, and let (t,F) be an arbitrary condition. Let us define F’ : /I I--+ 

(F(P) U f (j?)) + 1, then (t,F’) refines (t,F) and forces that f(a) -C fG(a) for all 

a > dam(t). q 

If p = Cf(fi) > A = ACA then it is straightforward to iterate D(A) with < A.- 

support for p steps and get a model where b (A) = b (A) = p. Getting a model where 

b (A) < b (A.) is a little harder, but we can do it by a “nonlinear iteration” which will 

embed a well-chosen poset cofinally into (“A, < * ). 

Theorem 1. Let A = AC’, and suppose that Q is any well-founded poset with 

b (Q) 2 II+. Then there is a forcing D(I, Q) such that 

1. D(I1, Cl) is I-ciosed and 2+-c. c. 

2. VD(‘@) + Q can be cojinally embedded into (‘A, <‘) 
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Proof. We will define the conditions and ordering for D(&Q) by induction on Cl!. 

The idea is to iterate D(n) “along Q” so as to get a cofinal embedding of Q into “1. 

It will be convenient to define a new poset Qf which consists of Q together with a 

new element top which is greater than all the elements of Q. 

We will define for each a E CP’ a notion of forcing P,. If a E CO+ then we will 

denote { c E Q 1 c < a } by Q/u. It will follow from the definition that if c < a 

then P, is a complete subordering of P,, and that the map p E P, H p 1 Q/c is a 

projection from P, to P,. 

Suppose that for all b <Q a we have already defined pb. 

1. p is a condition in P, if and only if 

(a) p is a function, dam(p) C Q/u and Idom(p)( < ;1. 

(b) For all b E dam(p), p(b) = (t,6’) where f E ‘“1 and P is a Pb-name for a 

member of AA. 

2. If p,q E P, then p 5 q if and only if 

(a) dam(q) C doWI. 

(b) For all b E dam(q), if p(b) = (s,fi) and q(b) = (t,i) then 

(i) t = s 1 dam(t). 

(ii) P t (Qlb)lk,bdom(Q L c1 < dam(s) + s(a) > i(a). 

(iii) p 1 (Q/b)lbPbVafi(cl) 2 i(u). 
We define D(&Q) = P,,, and verify that this forcing does what we claimed. The 

verification is broken up into a series of claims. 

Claim 1. D(R,Q) is A-closed. 

Proof. Let y < I and let (pa . . c1 < y) be a descending y-sequence of conditions. We 

will define a new condition p with dam(p) = U, dom( pa). For each b E dom(p,) 

let p,(b) = (&(b),P,(b)). 
Let p(b) = (t, P) where t = U { t,(b) 1 b E dom( pa) } and p(b) is a &,-name for 

the pointwise supremum of { p’,(b) 1 b E dom(p,) }. Then it is easy to check that p 
is a condition and is a lower bound for (pa : a < y). Cl 

Claim 2. lD(A,Q) is A+-C.C. 

Proof. Let (plx : CI -c A+) be a family of conditions. Since II = A<” we may assume 

that the domains form a A-system with root r. We may also assume that for b E r, 
p,(b) = (tb,F,(b)) where rb is independent of ~1. It is now easy to see that any two 

conditions in the family are compatible. 0 

Claim 3. Ifc < a then P, is a complete subordering of P,, und the map p H p 1 Q/c 

is a projection from P, to P,. 

Proof. This is routine. 0 
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If G is lD(A, Q)-generic, then for each a E Q we can define f”o E “A n V[G] by 

fo = U { t(a)0 ) t E G }. It is these functions that will give us a cofinal embedding 

of Q into (‘An V[G], <*), via the map a ++ fo. 

Claim 4. Ifa <Q b then fG <* ft. 

Proof. Let p be a condition and let 6’ be the canonical Pb-name for f”o. Refine p to q 

in the following way; q(c) = p(c) for c # b, and if p(b) = (t,Z$ then q(b) = (t, i) 
where i names the pointwise maximum of p and fi. 

Then q forces that f:(a) is greater than fo(~) for c1 > dam(t). 0 

Notice that by the same proof f t dominates every function in VP0 

Claim 5. Ifa fob then fff #* f",. 

Proof. If b <Q a then we showed in the last claim that f”, <* f& so we may 

assume without loss of generality that b #Q a. 

Let p be a condition and let 01 < A. Choose jI large enough that {dom(p(a)o), 

dom(p(b)o), a} & B. Let p(b) = (t,p), and find q E lPb such that q 5 p 1 (Q/b) and 

q decides P 1 (B + 1). 

Let p1 be the condition such that p,(c) = p(c) if c y!o b and p,(c) = q(c) if 

c <Q b. Then PI refines p and p,(a) = p(u), p,(b) = p(b). 
Let p(a) = (s,fi). Find r E P, such that Y < pl r (Q/u) and r decides fi 1 (j+l). 

Let p2 be the condition such that p2(c) = p,(c) if c #o a and p2(c) = Y(C) if 

c <o a. Then p2 refines p1 and pz(a) = p(a), pz(b) = p(b). 
Now it is easy to extend p2 to a condition which forces f”o(/?) > f",(/l). 0 

Claim 6. The map a H f”f embeds Q cojinally into (“A, < *) in the generic extension 

by W&Q). 

Proof. We have already checked that the map is order-preserving. It remains to be 

seen that its range is dominating. 

Let G be D(A, Q)-generic and let f E 'An V[G]. Then f = (f)G for some canonical 

name f, and by the A+-C.C. we may assume that there is XC Q such that 1x1 = 2 

and f only involves conditions p with dom( p) C X. Now b (Q) > A+ so that we can 

find a E Q with X c.Q/a. 
This implies that f is a PO-name for a function in “I, so that f <* f"G and we are 

done. 0 

Claim 7. If V + b (Q) = /I then V’(‘,‘) + b (A) = /I. 

Proof. Let G be D(I,Q)-generic. By Lemma 3 it will suffice to show that V[G] k 
b (Q) = p. This follows from Lemma 5, the fact that D(A,Q) is A+-C.C. and the 

assumption that b (Q) > A+. 0 
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Claim 8. If V k b(Q) = 6 then V”@“) k b (2) = 6. 

Proof. Exactly like the last claim. 0 

This finishes the proof of Theorem 1. 0 

4. Controlling the invariants at a fixed cardinal 

In this section we show how to force that the triple (b (A), b (1),2A) can be anything 

“reasonable” for a fixed value of 1. 

Theorem 2. Let 2 = l’A and let GCH hold at all cardinals p 2 ;1. Let /3,&p be 

cardinals such that 1+ < a = cf(/?) < cf(6), 6 < p and cf(p) > 1. 

Then there is a forcing Ml(&p, 6,~) such that in the generic extension b (A) = /I, 

b (1) = 6 and 2’ = p. 

Proof. In V define Q = P(fi, S), as in Lemma 2. We know that V + b (Cl?) = /3 and 

V + b(Q) = 6. Fix Q* a cofinal well-founded subset of Q, and then define a new 

well-founded poset lR as follows. 

Definition 5. The elements of R are pairs (p, i) where either i = 0 and p E p or 

i = 1 and p E Q*. (p,i) 5 (q,j) 8 i = j = 0 and p < q in p, i = j = 1 and 

p < q in CD*, or i = 0 and j = 1. 

Now we set Ml(&/?,&p) = D(,l., R). It is routine to use the closure and chain 

condition to argue that t&Q makes 2i = p. Since R contains a cofinal copy of Cl?*, it 

is also easy to see that M forces b (2) = /3 and b (1) = 6. 0 

5. A first attempt at the main theorem 

We now aim to put together the basic modules as described in the previous section, 

so as to control the function 1 H (b (n), b (A), 2”) for all regular ;1. A naive first attempt 

would be to imitate Easton’s construction from [3]; this almost works, and will lead 

us towards the right construction. 

Let us briefly recall the statement and proof of Easton’s theorem on the behaviour 

of 1 H 2i. 

Lemma 8 (Easton’s lemma). Zf P is K-C.C. and Q is K-closed then P is ~-cc. in V” 
and Q is K-dense in VP. In particular ‘KON n VPxQ = ‘KON n VP. 

Theorem 3 (Easton’s theorem). Let F : REG + CARD be a class function such that 
cf(F(I)) > 2 and 1 < p + F(I) I: F(p). Let GCH hold. Then there is a class 
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forcing P which preserves cardinals and cojinalities, such that in the extension 2” = 
F(A) for all regular A. 

Proof (sketch). The “basic module” is P(;i) = Add(A,F(I)). P is the “Easton prod- 

uct” of the P(A), to be more precise p E IFP iff 

(1) p is a function with dam(p) s REG and p(p) E P(/?) for all fi E dam(p). 

(2) For all inaccessible y, dam(p) n y is bounded in y. 

P is ordered by pointwise refinement. There are certain complications arising from the 

fact that we are doing class forcing; we ignore them in this sketch. 

If /? is regular then we may factor P as P,b x P’(p) x P,B in the obvious way. 

P > b is always /?-closed. 

It follows from GCH and the A-system lemma that if y is Mahlo or the successor of 

a regular cardinal then P,, is y-cc. On the other hand, if y is a non-Mali10 inaccessible 

or the successor of a singular cardinal, then P,, is in general only y+-C.C. 

In particular for y regular P 5 y = P < ?+ is always yf-C.C. so that by Easton’s lemma 

YON f’ VP = VON II V’ 5 7. This implies that in the end we have only added F(y) 

many subsets of y. 

It remains to be seen that cardinals and cofinalities are preserved. It will suffice to 

show that regular cardinals remain regular. If y is Mahlo or the successor of a regular 

cardinal, then Easton’s lemma implies that ‘YON n V’ = <YON n V’<y, and since y 

is regular in VP<., (by y-c.c.) y is clearly regular in VP. 

Now suppose that y = pL+ for p singular. If y becomes singular in VP let its 

new cofinality be /I, where we see that j? < p and /I is regular in I’. BON n VP = 
BON n V” 5 8, so that y will have cofinality j? in VP2 fi. This is absurd as P 5 p is 

/I+-C.C. and bf < p < y. A very similar argument will work in case y is a non-Mahlo 

inaccessible. 0 

Suppose that we replace Add(5 F(1)) by P’(1) = Ml(,l, /I(n), s(n), p(n)), where 1~ 

(b(n), s(n), p(n)) is a function obeying the constraints given by Lemma 6. Let P be 

the Easton product of the P(1). Then exactly as in the proof of Easton’s theorem it 

will follow that P preserves cardinals and cofinalities, and that 2” = ~(1) in I”. 

Lemma 9. Q-1 is inaccessible or the successor of a regular cardinal then b (1) = /I(n), 

b(n) = s(1) and 2” = p(A) in V’. 

Proof. For any A, A1 n VP = Al n VP 5 1. b (A) and b (A) have the right values in 

VP(“) by design, and these values are not changed by A-C.C. forcing. So assuming P,n 

is A-cc. those invariants have the right values in VPsi, and hence in VP. 0 

We need some way of coping with the successors of singular cardinals and the 

non-Mahlo inaccessibles. Zapletal pointed out that at the first inaccessible in an Easton 

iteration we are certain to add many Cohen subsets, so that there really is a need to 

modify the construction. 
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6. Tail forcing 

Easton’s forcing to control I H 2” can be seen as a kind of iterated forcing in 

which we choose each iterand from the ground model, or equivalently as a kind of 

product forcing. Silver’s “reverse Easton forcing” is an iteration in which the iterand 

at 1 is defined in VP”. The “tail forcing” which we describe here is a sort of hy- 

brid. 

We follow the conventions of Baumgartner’s paper [l] in our treatment of iterated 

forcing, except that when we have d E V’ and form P * d we reserve the right not 

to take all P-names for members of Q (as long as we take enough names that the set 

of their denotations is forced to be dense). For example if Q E V we will only take 

names i for q E Q, so P * 6 will just be P x Q. 

We will describe a kind of iteration which we call “Easton tail iteration” in which 

at successor stages we choose iterands from V, but at limit stage ;1 we choose dn in 

a different way; possibly Qn $! V, but we will arrange things so that the generic GA 

factors at many places below 2 and any final segment of GA essentially determines Qn. 

This idea comes from Magidor and Shelah’s paper [S]. 

We assume for simplicity that in the ground model all limit cardinals are singular 

or inaccessible. In the application that we intend this is no restriction, as the ground 

model will obey GCH. 

Definition 6. A forcing iteration P, with iterands (dp : j? + 1 < y) is an Emton tail 

iteration iff 

1. The iteration has Easton support, that is to say a direct limit is taken at inacces- 

sible limit stages and an inverse limit elsewhere. 

2. Gpp = 0 unless /? is a regular cardinal. 

3. If /1 is the successor of a regular cardinal then Q, E V. 
4. For all regular b, Pp+i is /I+-C.C. 

5. For ;1 a limit cardinal PA is A++ -c.c. if 1 is singular, and I+-C.C. if 1 is inacces- 

sible. 

6. For all regular c1 with c1+ 1 < y there exists an iteration PT dense in P, such 

that Ps,, = P’a+i, and for fl with 01+ 1 < /? 2 y 

(a) Pi factors as Pa+, x P 1 (a + 1, p). 

(b) If p is inaccessible or the successor of a singular, and p E p;, then p(/3) is a 

name depending only on P” r (a + 1, p). 

(c) Pa r (a + 1, /I) is &-closed. 

Clause 6 is of course the interesting one. It holds in a trivial way if P, is just 

a product with Easton supports. Clauses (6a) and (6b) should really be read to- 

gether, as the factorisation in (6a) only makes sense because (6b) already applies 

to b < /I. and conversely (6b) only makes sense once we have the factorisation 

from (6a). 
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The following result shows that Easton tail iterations do not disturb the universe too 

much. 

Lemma 10. Let P, be an Easton tail iteration. Then 

1. For all regular 01 < y, ‘ON f’ VP1 = ‘ON fl VPu+I. 

2. P, preserves all cardinals and cojnalities. 

Proof. Exactly like Theorem 3. 0 

In the next section we will see how to define a non-trivial Easton tail iteration. If 

yf is the successor of a regular then it will suffice to choose Cl!,+ E V as any y+- 

closed and y’+ -cc. forcing. The interesting (difficult) stages are the ones where we 

have to cope with the other sorts of regular cardinal, here we will have to maintain the 

hypotheses on the chain condition and factorisation properties of the iteration. It turns 

out that slightly different strategies are appropriate for inaccessibles and successors of 

singulars. 

7. The main theorem 

Theorem 4. Let GCH hold. Let I H (/?(n),s(n),p(n)) be a class function from 
REG to CARL13, with I+ < B(n) = W(l)) 5 cf(&n)) I 42) I ,4n) and 
cf(p(2)) > 1 for all 1. 

Then there exists a class forcing P,, preserving all cardinals and cojinalities, such 
that in the generic extension b (1) = /3(n), b (L) = 6(L) and 2A = p(n) for all ,I. 

Proof. We will define by induction on y a sequence of Easton tail iterations P,, and 

then take a direct limit to get a class forcing P,. The proof that IF’, has the desired 

properties is exactly as in [3], so we will concentrate on defining the P,. As we 

define the P, we will also define dense subsets I!J’y intended to witness clause 6 in the 

definition of an Easton tail iteration. 

Much of the combinatorics in this section is very similar to that in Section 3. Ac- 

cordingly we have only sketched the proofs of some of the technical assertions about 

closure and chain conditions. 

The easiest case to cope with is that where we are looking at the successor of a 

regular cardinal. So let y be regular and assume that we have defined P,+ (which is 

equivalent to P,+r since we do trivial forcing at all points between y and y+ ), and 

lPF+ (which is equivalent to P;,,) for all c1 < y. 

Definition 7. Q,+ = ~(y+,a(y+),6(y+),~(~+)) as defined in Section 4. Py++r = 

P,,+ x CD,,+, and PF++, = IPJ;+ x Cl,+ for a 5 y. 

It is now easy to check that this definition maintains the conditions for being an 

Easton tail iteration. Since In’,+ is y+-C.C. and we know that Y$+fIV’- = Y$+ f? VP~++l, 
we will get the desired behaviour at yf in VP-. 
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Next we consider the case of a cardinal Af, where 1 is singular. Suppose we have 

defined PA+ (that is PA) and P’;+ appropriately. Let R be a well-founded poset of 

cardinality ~(2) with b (R) = /?(A) and b (R) = 6(A), as defined in Section 4. Let 

Rf be [w with the addition of a maximal element top. We will define PA+ * d, by 

induction on a E Rf, and then set [FDA++, = PA+ * tiploP. In the induction we will 

maintain the hypothesis that, for each TV < A, Pz+ *d, can be factored as P’@+r x (P” 1 

(~1 + 1, A+) * 0,). Let us now fix a, and suppose that we have defined Pi+ * C&, for 

all b below a in R+. 

Definition 8. Let b < a, and let < be a function from A+ to A’. Then ? is symmetric 

iff for all a < 1, whenever Go x Gr and Gh x Gr are two generics for Pa+1 x (P” 1 

(a + l,A+) * ‘I.&,), then iGoxG1 = iGAxGl. 

Of course the (technically illegal) quantification over generic objects in this definition 

can be removed using the truth lemma, to see that the collection of symmetric names 

really is a set in V. 

Definition 9. (p,q) is a condition in PA+ * d, iff 

1. p E PA+. 

2. q is a function, dam(q) C UP/a and Idom(q)l L A. 

3. For each b E dam(q), q(b) is a pair (s,p) where s E <‘+A+ and &’ is a symmetric 

Pj,+ * U&-name for a function from A+ to A+. 

Definition 10. Let (p,q) and (p’,q’) be conditions in PA+ * tip,. (p’,q’) refines 

(p,q) ifl 
1. p’ refines p in PA+. 

2. dam(q) C dom(q’). 

3. For each b E dam(q), if we let q(b) = (s,F) and q(b’) = (s’,F’), then 

(a) s’ extends s. 

(b) If a E lh(s’) - lb(s) then (p’,q’ 1 (W/b))[~s’(a) 2 F(a). 

(c) For all a, (p’,q’ 1 W/b)W”(a) 2 F(a). 

Definition 11. We define PA++, as PA+ * Cl&,. If a < ;1 then we define Pi++, as 

pi+ * dt,. 

It is now routine to check that this definition satisfies the chain condition and fac- 

torisation demands from Definition 6. The chain condition argument works because 

2i = If, and any incompatibility in Q, is caused by a disagreement in the first 

coordinate at some b E R. The factorisation condition (clause 6(a)) holds because 

symmetric names can be computed using any final segment of the PA-generic, and 

the closure condition (clause (6~)) follows from the fact that the canonical name for 

the pointwise sup of a series of functions with symmetric names is itself a symmetric 

name. 
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Now we check that we have achieved the desired effect on the values of b (A+) and 

b (A+). 

Lemma 11. The function added by PI.+ * dt, at b E W eventually dominates all 

functions in 1+2+ ” VPi’ 4. 

Proof. It suffices to show that if p is a PA+ * Cl+,-name for a function from A+ to A+ 

then there is a symmetric name P’ such that ItVB F(B) 5 F’(B). 

For each regular a < 2 we factor Pi+ * C& as Pa+, x (P 1 (a + 1, A+) * @,). In 

VP” f(r+‘,i+)*Gb we may treat F as a P,+i -name and define 

GO) = sup({ Y I 3~ E P~+I PI-~(B) = Y )). 

Notice that we may also treat G, as a Ph+*C&,-name, and that if a < Ci then IkGa 5 G,-. 

Now let F’ be the canonical name for a function such that Vfi F/(/3) = sup, < 1 G&I); 

then it is easy to see that F’ is a symmetric name for a function from A+ to A+ and 

that Il-~fiF(B) 5 F’(B). 0 

Lemma 12. In VP).++1 there is a copy of R embedded cojinaly into l’A+. 

Proof. Let f name a function from I+ to A+ in VP~++l. As PA++, has the ;I++-C.C. we 

may assume that f only depends on A+ many coordinates in R, and hence (since 

b (R) = /I(J+) > A++) that f is a Pi+ * db-name for some b E R. By the preceding 

lemma the function which is added at coordinate b will dominate f. 0 

It remains to be seen what we should do for J inaccessible. The construction is 

very similar to that for successors of singulars, with the important difference that we 

need to work with a larger class of names for functions in order to guarantee that we 

dominate everything that we ought to. This in turn leads to a slight complication in 

the definition of Pa. 

Suppose that we have defined PA and IF’: appropriately. Let R be a poset with the 

appropriate properties (I [WI = p(l), b (R) = /?(A), b (R) = s(1)) and let UP be R 

with a maximal element called top adjoined. As before we define Pi * C& by induction 

on a E W. In the induction we will maintain the hypothesis that for each a < A 

there is a dense subset of P’: * d, which factorises as Por+i x (P r (a + 1, A) * 0:). 

Let us fix a, and suppose that we have defined everything for all b below a. 

Definition 12. (p, (p,q)) is a condition in PA * C& iff 

1. p E Ph. 

2. p < il, p is regular. 

3. q is a function, dam(q) C W/a and Idom(q)l < 1. 

4. For each b E dam(q), q(b) is a pair (s,fl) where s E <‘+A+ and P is a 

P r(p + 1,2) * C$-name for a function from A+ to 1+. 
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Definition 13. Let (p,(p,q)) and (p’, (p’,q’)) be conditions in PA+ * d,. (p’, (p’,q’)) 

refines (p,(bq)) iff 

1. p’ refines p in PA+. 

2. dam(q) G dom(q’). 

3. pLI > p, 

4. For each b E dam(q), if we let q(b) = (s,F) and q(b’) = (s’,F’), then 

(a) s’ extends s. 

(b) If a E lh(s’) - lb(s) then (p’,q’ 1 (R+/b))lks’(cr) 2 F(u). 

(c) For all u, (p’,q’ t (R+lb))lP”(a) 2 0~). 

Notice that since any PA * C&,-generic induces a P” 1 (p + 1,1) * o!-generic, there 

is a natural interpretation of any PP 1 (p + 1,n) * Gi-name as a Pi * Bb-name. 

We are using this fact implicitly when we define the ordering on the conditions. We 

need to maintain the hypothesis on factorising the forcing, so we make the following 

definition. 

Definition 14. Let p be regular with p < 1. P,+l x (lP 1 (p + l,n) * aI> is de- 

fined as the set of (po,(pl,(v,q))) such that PO E P,+,, p1 E Pp r(p + l,n) and 

(PO - pl,(v,q)) E PA * dp, with v L P. 

The key point here is that the factorisation makes sense, because for such a condition 

q(b) depends only on PP r (p + l,J) * C$. 

Definition 15. We define IFPA+, as PA * d,,,, and lF$+, as PA * G&. 

As in the case of a successor of a singular, it is straightforward to see that we have 

satisfied the chain condition and factorisation conditions. To finish the proof we need 

to check that the forcing at 1 has achieved the right effect, which will be clear exactly 

as in the singular case when we have proved the following lemma. 

Lemma 13. The function added by PA * d,, at b E R eventually dominates all func- 

tions in “1 n PA*@-. 

Proof. We do a density argument. Suppose that f names a function in ‘1 n VP”*db, 

and let (p, (p,q)) be a condition in PA * C&,. We factor lFpl * Gpb as P,+l x (P 1 

(p + 1,A) * ai), and use the fact that P,+i has p+-C.C. in VP”I(~fl*A)*d~ to find a 

P’ r(p + l,n) * 61-name 8 such that It-V/? j(S) 5 q(B). 

Now we can refine (p, (p, q)) in the natural way by strengthening the second com- 

ponent of q(b) to dominate q. This gives a condition which forces that the function 

added at b will eventually dominate f. 0 

This concludes the proof of Theorem 4. 0 
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8. Variations 

In this section we discuss the invariants that arise if we work with the club filter in 

place of the co-bounded filter. It turns out that this does not make too much difference. 

All the results here are due to Shelah. 

Definition 16. Let 1 be regular. 

1. Let f,g E ‘1. f ccl g iff there is C c 1 closed and unbounded in A such that 

o! E c * j-(U) < g(a). 

2. b&l) =def b ((“A, <cl)>. 

3. &l(l) ‘def b ((‘A, <cl)). 

Theorem 5. b,](A) 5 b(A) 5 b,~(,?)~. 

Proof. If a family of functions is dominating with respect to <* it is dominating with 

respect to ccl, so that &i(n) 5 b(1). 

For the converse, let us fix D C il such that D is dominating with respect to < ci 

and IDI = i&l(i). We may assume that every function in D is increasing (replace each 

.I-~DW-*:Y~J~~~~W). 
Let go E ‘1. Define by induction f,,, gn and C,, such that 

1. f,,ED. 
2. C, is club in A, and CI E C,, =+ g,(a) < fn(~). 

3. Cn+i c C,. 
4. gn is increasing. 

5. gn+i(B) > MI) for all B. 

6. gn+i(B) > f,(min(C, - (/J + 1))) for all B. 
Now let u = min(n, < w C,). We will prove that go(y) 5 U,fn(y) for y > ~1. 

Fix some y > LX For each n we know that C,, fl y # 0, so that if we define y,, = 

sup(C, n (y + 1)) then yn is the largest point of C,, less than or equal to y. Notice that 

min(C, - (y + 1)) = min(C, - (yn + 1)). 

Since G+I G C,, yn+i < yn, so that for all sufficiently large n (say n > N) we 

have yn = 7 for some fixed 7. We claim that go(y) < j-~+,(y), which we will prove 

by building a chain of inequalities. Let us define 

6 = min(C, - 

Then 

So(Y) L W(Y) 

(y + 1)) = min(Cv - (‘y+ 1)). 

5 gN(@ < fiV(@ < gN+l(Y) < fN+l(Y) 5 fN+l(Y), 

where the key point is that 7 E Cv+i and hence &+I(?) < f~+i(y). 

Now it is easy to manufacture a family of size b,1(2)~ which is dominating 

respect to < *, so that b (1) 5 b,1(2)~. 0 

Theorem 6. b,i(n) = b (2). 

with 
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Proof. If a family of functions is unbounded with respect to ccl it is unbounded with 

respect to < *, so that b (A) 5 b,,(A). 

Suppose for a contradiction that b (A) < b,,(A), and fix Us C “1 such that 1 UO[ = 

b (A) and Us is unbounded with respect to < *. We may assume without loss of 

generality that every function in Us is increasing. We perform an inductive construction 

in o steps, whose aim is to produce a bound for UO with respect to < *. 

By assumption UO is bounded with respect to ccl, so choose go which 

bounds it modulo the club filter. Choose also club sets { CF 1 f E 170 } such that 

u E CT + f(a)< go(M). For each f E UO define another function f[‘] by f[‘] : 

P +-+ f (min(CT - (B + 1 ))I 
For n > 1 define U,, = U,,_l U { fen-‘] 1 f E Un_l }. By induction it will follow 

that lU,l = b (A), so that we may choose gn such that g&I) > gn_r(/?) for all j?, and 

g,, bounds U, modulo clubs. We choose clubs { Cy I f E U, } such that 

1. 0: E c; =+ f(a) < g,(a). 

2. If f E Un_l, then COCCI-‘. 

3. If n L 2 and f E U,,_-2 then C(; s CT;!21r where this makes sense because in 

this case f[n-2] E Un_l. 

For each f E U,, we define f[“] : /e? I-+ f (min(C; - (j? + 1))) to finish round n of 

the inductive construction. 

Now we claim that the pointwise sup of the sequence (gn : n < co) is an upper 

bound for UO with respect to < *. Let us fix f E UO, and then let a = min(n CT). 

We will now give a very similar argument to that of Theorem 5. Fix y > ~1. We 

define y,, = sup( Cy n (y + 1)) and observe that yn+r I yn, so we may find N and 7 

such that n 2 N + y,, = 7. 

Let 6 = min( C! - (y + 1)) = min( Cj? - (1/+ 1)). We now get a chain of inequalities 

f(y) < f(d) = f’%) < gN+l(?) i gN+I(Y). 

This time the key point is that 7 E CT” & Cy,,$’ , so that f fN]($J) < gN+l(y). 
We have proved that y > tl* f(y) < U, gn(y), so that every function f E UO is 

bounded on a final segment of 1 by y H U, g”(y). This contradicts the choice of UO 

as unbounded with respect to < *, so we are done. 0 

It is natural to ask whether the first result can be improved to show that 6,1(n) = 

b (A). This can be done for il sufficiently large, at the cost of using a powerful result 

from Shelah’s paper [6]. 

Definition 17. Let 8 = cf(0) < p. 

(1) @$.4 = {X&P I 1x1 = 0 1. 
(2) ~(~1 is the least cardinality of a family PC Ye(p) such that 

v‘4E@(p)3BCP(IBI < &4&Jt). 

One of the main results of [6] is that ZFC proves a weak form of the GCH. 
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Theorem 7. Let p > i, . Then p[*] = p for all suficiently large 0 < i, . 

It is easy to see that if P & 9’,u is such that 

then VA E P’(U) 3C E P IA n Cl = 8. This is all we use in what follows, and in fact 

we could get away with VA E P’(p) 3C E P IA fl Cl = No. 

Theorem 8. Let 2 = cf(1) > i, . Then b(l) = &(A). 

Proof. Let p = b,,(l). Then p > i, , so that we may apply Theorem 7 to find 

a regular 19 < i, such that $Bl = p. Let us fix P 2 9’(p) such that IP( = p and 

VA E Y’(p) 3C E P IA n cl = 8. 
Now let D G “2 be such that IDI = p and D is dominating in (“A, ccl). We may 

suppose that D consists of increasing functions. Enumerate D as (h, : c( < O), and then 

define hA : y H UllEA h,(y) for each A E P. Since 8 < i, < I, hA E i2. We will prove 

that { hA I A E P } is dominating in (“A, < *). 

We will do a version of the construction from Theorem 5. Let go E ‘2. Define by 

induction fol, ga and C, for c1 < 0, with the following properties. 

1. fm~D. 

2. C, is club in A, and /I E C, + g&I) < f@(P). 

3. c( < cr* c,sc,. 

4. ga is increasing. 

5. If a < 12, then g&3) > g&I) for all /I. 

6. If c( < Cr, then g&I) > fz(min(C, - (p + 1))) for all /I. 

This is easy, because 0 < A. By the choice of P we may find a set A E P such 

that I~h~IB~A~Wf~I a < 8 }l = 8. Enumerate the first o many a such that 

fa E { hg I p E A } as (an : n < w). 

We may now repeat the proof of Theorem 5 with f a., gc(, and C,” in place of f ,,, g,, 
and C,,. We find that for all sufficiently large y we have go(y) 5 g&(r) < U,, fan(Y). 
By the definition of hA and the fact that { fan I n < w } & { hg I /3 E A }, U,, fun(Y) 5 

hA(y) for all y, so that go < * hA. This shows { hA I A E P } to be dominating, so we 

are done. 0 

We do not know whether it can ever be the case that b,,(A) < b(A). This is con- 

nected with some open and apparently difficult questions in pcf theory. 
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